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Executive Summary

The electromagnetic spectrum (EMS) is one of the most critical operational domains in modern warfare. Although militaries have used it for decades to communicate, navigate, and locate friendly and enemy forces, emerging technological advances promise to dramatically change their operations. In the same way that smartphones and the Internet are redefining how the world shares, shops, learns, and works, the development and fielding of advanced sensors and networking technologies will enable militaries to gain significant new advantages over competitors that fail to keep pace.

Unfortunately, “failed to keep pace” is an appropriate description of the Department of Defense’s (DoD) investments in EM warfare capabilities over the last generation. In the absence of a peer rival following the end of the Cold War, DoD failed to pursue a new generation of capabilities that are needed to maintain its EMS operational superiority. This pause provided China, Russia, and other rivals with an opportunity to field systems that target vulnerabilities in sensor and communication networks the U.S. military has come to depend on. As a result, America’s once significant military advantage in the EMS is eroding, and may in fact no longer exist. This does not have to remain the case. DoD now has the opportunity to develop new operational concepts and technologies that will allow it to “leap ahead” of its competitors and create enduring advantages in EM warfare.

Viewing EM Warfare as a Long-Term Competition

EM warfare can be roughly described as military communications, sensing, and electronic warfare (EW) operations that occur in the EM domain. While the term EM warfare may be new, military operations in the EMS are not. Excluding simple visual signaling, armies, navies, and air forces have used EMS capabilities for more than a century to support their operations. Communication and sensing systems such as radios and radar that operate in the radio frequency (RF) portion of the EMS have provided militaries the ability to coordinate their actions since the opening stages of World War II.

How militaries conduct EM warfare, however, has changed significantly over the last 100-plus years. This report describes these changes as a series of major phases, each of which
placed a different emphasis on the use of active or passive EMS capabilities and countermeasures. Within each phase, incremental improvements to existing EMS capabilities allowed militaries to gain temporary advantages over their competitors. Advantages that are more enduring have proven to be the product of new operational concepts and capabilities that enabled militaries to transition to the next phase of the EM warfare competition before their rivals.

It is the thesis of this report that the U.S. military has an opportunity to make another such leap ahead, one that will allow it to regain and maintain an enduring advantage in the EM warfare competition. Specifically, DoD could shift toward using low-power countermeasures to defeat enemy passive and active sensors, as well as low probability of intercept/low probability of detection (LPI/LPD) sensors and communications to reduce the likelihood that its forces will be counter-detected. This report uses the term “low-to-no power” EM warfare to describe this approach. If embraced by DoD’s leadership and funded by Congress, low-to-no power operational concepts and capabilities would help the U.S. military to take back the airwaves and dominate a critical domain—the electromagnetic spectrum—in which future wars may be won or lost.

**Need for New Operational Concepts**

Shifting into a new EM warfare competitive regime should begin with the development of new operational concepts that inform DoD’s EMS capability priorities, doctrine, and tactics. The Services are already pursuing some operational concepts for low-to-no power EM warfare. The Navy, for instance, is developing tactics for E/A-18G Growler electronic attack aircraft to use passive capabilities to geo-locate threat emitters alone or in concert with other aircraft through the Navy Integrated Fire Control (NIFC) network. This report describes a set of illustrative concepts that would apply more broadly across the joint force and for a wider range of missions and scenarios in the low-to-no power EM warfare regime, including:

- Using passive or multistatic detection capabilities to find hostile forces while avoiding detection by their active and passive sensors;¹
- Finding enemy forces by using reflected ambient electromagnetic energy that can come from enemy communications systems, emitters of opportunity such as television and radio transmitters, or even the sun;
- Taking advantage of enhanced emissions control and low-power countermeasures to avoid detection while operating inside enemy anti-access/area-denial (A2/AD) zones;

¹ According to DoD, a multistatic radar is a “radar system with a transmitter and several receivers, all separated. An advantage of multistatic radar over monostatic radar [a radar with a co-located transmitter and receiver] is that even if transmitters, which might be detected by the enemy when operating, are attacked, receivers in other locations might not be noticed and might thereby escape attack.” Department of Defense, *Ballistic Missile Defense Glossary* (Washington, DC: Ballistic Missile Defense Organization, June 1997), p. 189.
• Protecting U.S. forces that must operate in contested and denied areas; and

• Conducting strike operations enabled by low-to-no power EM warfare capabilities.

Investing in New Technologies and Capabilities

Executing these new operational concepts will require the U.S. military to evolve and expand its portfolio of EMS capabilities. To operate effectively in contested and denied environments, DoD should field EM warfare systems that have the following attributes:

• **Networked:** able to communicate and coordinate operations with neighboring EM warfare systems using LPI/LPD data links;

• **Agile:** able to maneuver in power, frequency, space, and time to remain undetected, target enemy networks, and avoid enemy countermeasures;

• **Multifunctional:** able to perform multiple EM warfare functions such as communications, active and passive sensing, jamming, deception, or decoying;

• **Small and affordable:** can be procured and deployed in large numbers on small unmanned vehicles and systems or large platforms to enable diverse EM warfare networks; and

• **Adaptive or Cognitive:** able to characterize the EMS, including previously unknown emitters, and respond to exploit opportunities or counter enemy EMS operations.

Some systems with these attributes are already in the U.S. military’s inventory or will be fielded in the next several years. Other potential capabilities are languishing in research and development due to a lack of new, validated requirements and other barriers that inhibit their transition into DoD’s acquisition system.

Barriers to Transitioning to the Next Competitive Regime

Operating concepts and capabilities similar to those suggested above would help DoD to transition to the low-to-no power phase of EM warfare. For this transition to occur, however, DoD will first need to address major conceptual, organizational, and programmatic impediments to progress that derive from the lack of an institutional vision for how U.S. forces should fight in the EMS. These barriers include:

• **Impediments to developing new operational concepts.** Technologists, operators, and policy-makers often do not communicate effectively on the potential for emerging technologies to enable new approaches to warfare. Some in DoD are beginning to develop new concepts for the next phase in the EM warfare competition. Their efforts are hindered by the U.S. military’s continued emphasis on operating as it has in the past, rather than embracing new ways of operating and fighting in the EMS.
• **A continuing bias toward research instead of procurement.** The lack of new operational concepts inhibits DoD’s development of formal requirements that would “pull” new EM warfare technologies into its acquisition process. Moreover, new systems that could support low-to-no power operations that are already fielded, such as active electronically scanned array (AESA) radars, are prized more for their ability to support old operational concepts rather than their potential to enable different approaches to EM warfare.

• **Fractionated acquisition.** DoD acquisition organizations are now structured to procure single-mission EMS capabilities that are upgraded or modernized versions of their predecessors, rather than pursue new, more agile and multifunction systems needed for future EM warfare.

### Conclusion and Recommendations

The Department of Defense has an opportunity to establish an enduring advantage in the EMS by adopting a low-to-no power approach for conducting EM warfare. Technologies that would enable DoD to make this shift are largely mature and could be integrated on DoD’s manned and unmanned platforms, expendable payloads, and ground systems. Missing are the operational concepts and formal requirements that would help transition these capabilities to U.S. warfighters, organizations to develop and acquire more versatile EM warfare systems, and sufficient resources allocated to procure them. The following initiatives could help DoD to address these shortfalls and create a network of capabilities suited for the next phase of the EM warfare competition, rather than wars of the past:

• **Create a vision for EM warfare.** The EW executive committee (EXCOMM) should oversee the development and implementation of a new vision for how future U.S. forces will operate and fight in the EMS consistent with DoD’s recent EW strategy. This vision should guide the efforts of the Services and Defense Agencies to implement low-to-no power EMS warfighting approaches.

• **Develop new EM warfare operational concepts.** The Services should create operational concepts and doctrine for low-to-no power EM warfare to guide acquisition initiatives and the development of new doctrine and tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP).

• **Establish requirements for new capabilities and refine DoD’s acquisition process.** DoD is slow to field new EM warfare systems in large part due to the lack of formal requirements that are used to begin acquisition programs. Using new operational concepts, Services should develop capability requirements that will shift acquisition priorities toward systems that will be effective in the next phase of the EM warfare competition. To aid this process, DoD and Congress should work together to streamline DoD’s requirements development process; reduce cumbersome, often time-consuming and redundant analyses for new requirements; and base more new requirements on the capabilities delivered by prototypes and demonstrations.
- **Accelerate development of new EM warfare technologies.** DoD should prioritize its research and development investments to further mature networking, agility, multifunctionality, miniaturization, and adaptability technologies needed in the next phase of EM warfare.

- **Integrate the acquisition of EM warfare systems.** The Services should greatly increase cooperation between multiple executive and management offices now responsible for developing and procuring new EM warfare systems. This would help DoD as a whole to field more agile, multifunction capabilities essential to future EM warfare operations.

- **Demonstrate new EM warfare capabilities.** The Services and Combatant Commands (COCOMs) should expand the number and scope of EM warfare experiments they undertake that feature new operational concepts and capabilities that have yet to transition into DoD’s existing program of record.

Chapter 1 summarizes how American and allied military forces have gained significant advantages over their enemies in previous EM warfare competitive regimes. Follow-on chapters will assess operational concepts and capabilities needed for DoD to transition to a low-to-no power approach of operating in the EMS domain. A successful transition would give future U.S. power projection forces a significant edge over their opponents. A failure to develop new operational concepts and capabilities needed for this next phase of EM warfare, however, could result in situations where the U.S. military will be at risk of losing the battle for the airwaves.

This is the revised version of the original study published in December 2015. Among the revisions, it incorporates a new figure (Figure 9) to better explain the A2/AD concept and other revised figures, updates those measures DoD has taken since the initial writing in line with the report’s recommendations, and adds detail and clarity to several concepts that have been better fleshed out within the community since the initial publishing.
CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The electromagnetic spectrum is one of the most critical operational domains in modern warfare. In the same way that smartphones and the Internet have redefined how we share, shop, learn, and work, advances in sensors and networking technologies over the last generation have fundamentally changed how the U.S. military conducts its operations. 20 years ago, American ships, aircraft, and other major weapon systems communicated with one another through voice transmissions or by sending contact reports through low-bandwidth datalinks. Today, individual military platforms can track multiple contacts across wide swaths of the EMS while continuously sharing data with distant platforms and command centers through high-bandwidth satellite communications and Internet protocol-based radio networks.

While it is fair to say that the U.S. military fields the most extensive and effective network-enabled sensing and communication capabilities in the world, its networks are increasingly fragile and vulnerable to enemy attacks. In the absence of a rival who could contest its EMS superiority over the last generation, DoD failed to invest in capabilities that are needed to maintain the effectiveness of its future operations in this critical domain. As a result, America’s once significant advantage in the EMS is eroding, and may in fact no longer exist. Rivals such as China and Russia have taken advantage of DoD’s investment pause to build systems that exploit America’s sensor and communication vulnerabilities with the intent of taking apart U.S. military networks during a conflict. They have fielded radars that operate outside the frequency range of U.S. jammers and developed their own jammers that are capable of targeting frequencies used by U.S. sensors and radios. Moreover, China, Russia, and other adversaries have exploited their home-field advantage by deploying large, complex sensor arrays that outrange most sensors carried by U.S. power projection forces.

DoD could regain the upper hand over its competitors by taking measures such as fielding new active sensors that avoid areas of the electromagnetic spectrum where enemy jammers operate and modernizing electronic attack systems to target emerging threats. This incremental, short-term approach might yield temporary advantages—but only until adversaries deploy their next set of countermeasures.
A better approach would view EM warfare as a long-term competition consisting of a series of phases characterized by the predominant approaches used by military forces for sensing, communicating, and conducting EMS countermeasure operations. From this perspective, the DoD could establish a more enduring advantage by developing new operational concepts and capabilities that allow it to leap ahead into the next phase of EM warfare. Technologies needed for this leap are rapidly maturing, and new operating concepts are already beginning to emerge. If embraced by DoD and funded by Congress, the U.S. military could choose a path that would allow it to take back the airwaves and dominate a critical operational domain—the EMS domain—in which future wars may be won or lost.

**EM Warfare Defined**

EMS operations can be roughly broken down into communications, sensing, and electronic warfare. Most people are familiar with communication and sensing systems such as radios and radar in the RF portion of the EMS. In the future, military systems will use a wider swath of the EMS, including capabilities that use laser light, infrared (IR) and ultraviolet (UV) radiation, or emitters and detectors that radiate in the X-ray and gamma ray regions of the spectrum. Figure 1 illustrates the different bands in the electromagnetic spectrum.

![Figure 1: The Electromagnetic Spectrum](image)

The term electronic warfare refers to the use of electromagnetic energy and directed energy (DE) to control the EMS or to attack an enemy’s capabilities. DoD divides EW operations into three major categories:²

---

- Electronic attack (EA) involves the use of EM energy, DE, or anti-radiation weapons to attack personnel, facilities, or equipment with the intent of degrading, neutralizing, or destroying enemy combat capability and is considered a form of fires;

- Electronic protection (EP) refers to actions taken to protect personnel, facilities, and equipment from the effects of friendly, neutral, or enemy use of the EMS, as well as to naturally occurring phenomena that degrade, neutralize, or destroy friendly combat capability; and

- Electronic warfare support (ES) includes actions to search for, intercept, identify, and locate or localize sources of intentional and unintentional radiated EM energy.

Although this taxonomy describes the various components of electronic warfare, in reality military operations in the EMS are becoming increasingly interrelated. For example, modern computer-based signal processing can enable the same RF signal or laser beam to sense targets like radar, communicate messages like a radio, and act like a jammer simultaneously or in rapid succession. The operation of one EMS system can also affect other EMS systems. For example, the use of electronic warfare systems must be coordinated with the simultaneous use of radios and radars to ensure they are not jammed, as well as with the use of passive sensors to ensure they are able to differentiate friend from foe. This is not much different from operations on the land, in the air, or at sea, where the actions of individual weapon systems affect other weapon systems operating in the same domain. Accordingly, this report will consider all operations conducted by the U.S. military in the EMS as elements of EM warfare, similar to how all combat operations on the ground are considered elements of land warfare and all combat aviation operations are considered part of air warfare.

Since most computer networks now have wireless components, the relatively new mission of computer network operations (or cyber operations) can also be conducted through the EMS. While this report will not consider cyber warfare as a separate mission area, it will primarily focus on how U.S. forces can best use the EMS to sustain friendly communication and sensing networks while preventing enemies from doing the same. Capabilities that enable U.S. forces to gain EMS superiority would in turn help U.S. cyber warriors to use the EMS to exploit, disrupt, or attack enemy computer networks.

**Thinking in Terms of a Long-Term EM Warfare Competition**

While the term EM warfare may be new, military operations in the EMS are not. Armies, navies, and air forces have used EM capabilities (excluding simple visual signaling) for more than a century to support their operations. How militaries have conducted EM warfare, however, has changed dramatically over the last 100-plus years. These changes can be described as a series of major phases, each of which placed a different emphasis on active or passive EM
capabilities and countermeasures. The brief history that follows describes three phases in the EM warfare competition, as illustrated in Figure 2.³

FIGURE 2: EM WARFARE PHASES

It is important to note that while incremental improvements within a phase of EM warfare have created competitive advantages, these advantages were usually temporary in nature. More enduring advantages were the product of new operational concepts and capabilities that allowed a military to shift to the next phase of the competition before its rivals. It is the thesis of this report that the U.S. military has an opportunity to make another such shift, one that will allow it to regain and maintain a more enduring dominance in the electromagnetic spectrum.

The dawn of modern EM warfare: Active networks versus passive countermeasures

The beginning of the modern-day EM warfare competition can be traced to the creation of wireless radios and their use in large-scale military operations such as World War I (WWI). This early phase of the EMS competition was exemplified by the active use of radios to coordinate troop movements and direct fires and of passive direction-finding (DF) equipment to locate or listen to enemy radio transmissions (see Figure 3).

While communications jamming emerged during this first phase of the EM warfare competition, it was not widely employed by combatants. Operators of rudimentary radios realized that keying their systems could drown out with white noise the transmissions of other radios operating at the same frequencies. This EM warfare tactic had limited operational value, since it also prevented forces doing the jamming from using the same radio frequencies to communicate. Since early radios operated in a small frequency range and were not capable of being finely tuned, it was difficult to jam one frequency and simultaneously use another frequency for friendly communications.

³ The history is drawn from John Stillion and Bryan Clark, What it Takes to Win: Succeeding in 21st Century Battle Network Competitions (Washington, DC: Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments, 2015).
Another factor that reduced the value of early jamming tactics was that it was often more valuable to exploit an enemy’s radio communications than to disrupt them. Early DF systems enabled forces to locate enemy radios and possibly listen to their transmissions to gain intelligence. Since engagements in the WWI battlespace normally progressed at the pace of dismounted soldiers and sometimes at the speed of first-generation military trucks and tanks, this information could be used to redirect friendly forces to avoid threats or interdict opposing forces at advantageous points. If radio communications were jammed, however, relatively slow battle tempos allowed enemy maneuver forces to use alternative means of communication such as signal flags and runners or delay operations until radio communications became available.

The fielding of operational military radio detection and ranging systems, commonly known as “radars,” began in the 1930s. Early radars were simply radios that bounced signals off large objects such as ships and aircraft to determine their locations. Radar antennas could be rotated to determine the approximate bearing of the ship or aircraft. Using an oscilloscope, operators would then use the time required for a radar beam to travel from its transmitter back to the radar’s receiver to determine range to potential targets.

Militaries used passive DF tactics to counter nascent radars, but rarely tried to jam them. Early radars operated in the high frequency (HF) band of the electromagnetic spectrum, which required an antenna with a diameter of several meters to achieve a high effective radiated
Ships were able to carry these large radar systems, but their slow speeds made it more advantageous for opponents to determine the ship’s location using DF systems and then attack it rather than to jam its radar. Conversely, while shore-based radars were susceptible to jamming, this countermeasure was rarely used because shipboard and land-based jammers could easily be located by DF equipment.

The second phase of EM warfare: Active networks versus active countermeasures

The first phase of the EM warfare competition can be characterized as one of active networks and passive countermeasures where radios and radars were used to find enemies and coordinate friendly operations, and DF systems were used to locate enemy transmissions and exploit their communications. The shift to the second EM warfare phase occurred as technological advances made airborne radars and jammers practical, and the increased tempo of warfare incentivized combatants to interdict enemy transmissions as well as intercept and exploit them.

The need to improve the accuracy of air navigation helped spur the active networks versus active countermeasures competition. Before the advent of air-delivered, precision guided munitions (PGMs), the effectiveness of bombing raids depended in large part on the accuracy of aircraft navigation systems. Bomber aircraft lacked precision navigation systems during the opening stages of World War II (WWII), greatly degrading the accuracy of high-altitude bombing raids. On average, British Royal Air Force (RAF) bombers placed about 10 percent of their ordnance within 5 miles of their targets, and German bombers achieved similar results. The urgent need to improve the effectiveness of bombing operations led to the use of radios and radars as aids for air navigation. During the Battle of Britain, Germany used a radio beacon system it called the “Knickebein” to guide its bombers to British aircraft factories. In 1942, the RAF fielded a “GEE” hyperbolic radio navigation system that allowed its bomber crews to use transmissions from ground stations in Britain to determine their positions inflight.

The growing use of radio navigation systems helped instigate development of the first dedicated active EMS countermeasures. In 1940, the British employed fake beacons code-named

---

4 The radiated power of an electromagnetic system is a function of the input power from the amplifier and the gain provided to the signal by the antenna. An antenna’s gain is maximized if the antenna is one-half the length of the system’s radiated wavelength and decreases if the antenna is larger or smaller. An HF system has a wavelength from 10–100 meters, requiring antennas several meters across to achieve sufficient gain for a reasonable power amplifier to be used in the system.

5 The large size of early radars and jammers made them impractical for WWI-era aircraft.


7 Knickebein used two ground-based radio beacons in Germany transmitting directional beams that intersected over the Merlin aircraft engine factory located in Darby, England. Luftwaffe bombers would use a DF system to stay between the two beams and navigate to Darby. The British GEE system used omnidirectional antennas that created hyperbolic lines of bearing. The transmitters had a master-slave arrangement in which one station would transmit and trigger transmissions from the slave station. Using the known delay between master and slave transmissions and the difference in time between receiving the transmissions, aircraft could determine their approximate location. This system is similar to the LORAN system used by the U.S. military into the late 1990s.
“Aspirin” to counter Germany’s Knickebein system, while German air defenses used jammers to prevent RAF bombers from receiving GEE transmissions. Active countermeasures were also used against enemy sensor and communication networks. As shown in Figure 4, RAF bombers dispensed clouds of metallic chaff to confuse German air defense radars by creating thousands of false radar targets, and “Jostle” very high frequency (VHF) communication jammers to interfere with German ground controllers attempting to vector fighters toward targets.8

Another factor influencing the adoption of more radar and communications jamming during and after World War II was the increasing speed of combat. During the bombing and air defense operations described above, passive DF sensors were sometimes used to identify the location of enemy bombers or night fighters by their radar and radio transmissions. Because they were traveling at several hundred knots, however, defensive fighters would often not be able to engage the emitting aircraft before they reach their targets or evade. Ground-based air defenses of the time consisted of short-range anti-aircraft guns that would only be able to exploit DF information if the enemy aircraft overflew the defenses; even then, DF information would not be processed quickly enough to guide artillery fires.

FIGURE 4: THE ACTIVE NETWORKS VERSUS ACTIVE COUNTERMEASURES COMPETITION DURING WORLD WAR II

---

8 Chaff consisted of strips of aluminized paper that were carried in air-dropped dispensers. It was not deployed until 1943 because both sides were concerned it could be quickly replicated by their opponents. The Jostle jammer was carried by B-17s of the RAF Bomber Command’s No. 100 (Bomber Support) Group. Each bomber carried two jammers that took up an entire bomb bay. Power limitations precluded smaller aircraft such as fighters to carry radar jammers during WWII.
Passive electromagnetic countermeasures were used effectively at sea during the second phase of the EM warfare competition. During the Battle of the Atlantic, German listening posts decoded Allied convoy orders and positioned U-boats to intercept shipping between the United States and Europe. Allied ships and shore-based stations exploited German radio transmissions to determine U-boat patrol areas and locate roving “wolf packs” in order to vector Allied convoys around them. This game of cat and mouse was possible because WWII-era ships and submarines traveled at 10 knots or less most of the time, which provided ample time for an opponent to intercept, decipher, and take advantage of enemy communications.

The move-countermove cycle between active networks and active countermeasures accelerated as the Soviet Union became a new threat to global peace and stability in the 1950s. The use of active countermeasures expanded as technological advances made possible the development of EM warfare systems with greater power, wider frequency ranges, and more sophisticated waveforms that were practical for aircraft as well as ships. During the Vietnam War, U.S. air forces deployed a growing array of active countermeasures to suppress and defeat increasingly complex North Vietnamese air defenses. Figure 5 illustrates EM warfare in Vietnam near the end of Operation Rolling Thunder in 1968.

**FIGURE 5: THE ACTIVE NETWORKS VERSUS ACTIVE COUNTERMEASURES COMPETITION DURING THE VIETNAM WAR**

U.S. forces used jammers against each element of North Vietnam’s air defense network, attacking early warning and fire control radars, communication links between enemy fighters
and ground controllers, and seekers on SA-2 surface-to-air missiles (SAMs). Nearly half of
U.S. strike packages penetrating defended airspace could consist of aircraft carrying these
countermeasures, imposing a kind of virtual attrition on U.S. forces by reducing the number of
aircraft in each package able to perform strikes.\(^9\)

The active network versus active countermeasure approach to EM warfare continued over
the course of the Cold War as U.S. air forces fielded high-power sensor platforms to find tar-
ggets and threats at increasing ranges. These included the E-8 Joint Surveillance Target Attack
Radars System (JSTARS), E-2 and E-3 Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS) air-
craft, and the ship-based SPY-1 radar. The EF-111A Raven and EA-6B Prowler became main-
stays in the U.S. military’s inventory of high-power standoff jamming aircraft that countered
enemy sensors.

In addition to long-range active sensors and countermeasures, the U.S. military increased its
use of shorter-range, active self-protection countermeasure systems such as the QRC-160-8
jammer carried by the F-105 fighter depicted at the bottom right of Figure 5. These jammers
could transmit an RF pulse to drown out enemy radar signals bouncing off friendly aircraft or
emit a modulated pulse to force threat radars to break their lock on an aircraft. Self-protection
jammers were later complemented with active IR countermeasure (IRCM) systems that used
flares and, more recently, low-power lasers to confuse IR seekers on air-to-air and surface-to-
air missiles.

The Navy also installed self-protection systems on its ships to help counter Soviet anti-ship
missiles (ASCMs). After the number and sophistication of the Soviet Union’s ASCMs
increased throughout the 1960s and 1970s, the U.S. Navy realized that kinetic ship-based
anti-aircraft guns and SAMs would be unable to defeat large salvos of ASCMs. To meet this
challenge, the Navy prioritized the development of non-kinetic EW systems that took advan-
tage of the need to use external radars and/or an on-board seeker to guide ASCMs to targets.\(^10\)
The Navy pursued several EW systems that were ineffective or deemed too expensive for sur-
face ships before settling on the SLQ-32 system in the mid-1970s.\(^11\) As Figure 6 illustrates, an
SLQ-32 can detect EMS emissions at long ranges and engage several ASCMs at once with mul-
tiple EW techniques to force missile seekers to break their lock on ships or deceive seekers as
to the actual locations of ships.

---
\(^9\) The concept of “virtual attrition” is explained in detail in several warfare areas in Stillion and Clark, *What it Takes to Win*, pp. 86–89.
\(^10\) Other anti-ship weapons such as artillery, torpedoes, and bombs were unguided and aimed at the target by pointing the
gun, ship, or aircraft at the target. In contrast, ASCMs could guide themselves or be steered to the target. This made them
vulnerable to jamming as well as able to conduct attacks from well over the horizon.
\(^11\) The SLQ-32 improved upon its predecessor, the SLQ-27, in that it was less expensive and came in three variants. The
SLQ-32(V)1, which had a passive capability across one portion of the microwave frequency range and could cue chaff
launchers, was designed for small auxiliary and amphibious ships. The SLQ-32(V)2, which could receive signals across
the whole microwave frequency range and cue chaff, was intended for frigates and destroyers. The SLQ-32(V)3 had full
frequency coverage and could both receive and jam enemy radars.
To reduce the ranges at which systems like the SLQ-32 could detect incoming cruise missiles, the Soviet military developed ASCMs that could fly at very low altitudes or be launched from submarines.\(^1\) To provide advance warning of sea-skimming ASCMs, the Navy procured the ALQ-142 airborne electronic support measure (ESM) system carried by helicopters to detect threat emissions from over the horizon. The Soviets, in turn, developed ASCMs with guidance systems capable of homing on jamming signals or defaulting to its last good line of bearing to the target if confused by jammers. This led the United States and Australia to develop the Nulka EW decoy to lure ASCMs away from target ships, complementing ship-based SLQ-32 operations.

The Navy also procured the Aegis Combat System and SPY-1 radar to improve the air and missile defenses of its surface forces. The Aegis Combat System controlled operation of the SPY-1 and the ship’s Standard Missile (SM) series SAMs, and it was networked with the SLQ-32 and Nulka to coordinate kinetic and non-kinetic defenses against incoming ASCMs and to better take advantage of the SLQ-32’s passive sensing. As time wore on, however, the growing number of Soviet ASCMs and missile launch platforms made it clear that kinetic and non-kinetic defensive systems would not be sufficient—the Navy would have to attack Soviet ships and aircraft before they could launch their missiles. In the late 1970s, the Navy developed its “Outer Air Battle” concept that emphasized using long-range F-14 Tomcat fighters with

---

\(^1\) Radar and other EMS systems that operate above the HF range emit and detect emissions in a straight line. Therefore, they can only detect objects if they are above the horizon. The distance to the horizon is a function of the system’s height of eye per the equation where \(\text{HOE}\) is the system’s height in feet above the earth’s surface.
long-range AIM-54 Phoenix air-to-air missiles to engage Soviet bombers before they could launch their ASCMs at U.S. aircraft carriers.\(^\text{13}\)

The use of active networks and active countermeasures that characterized phase two of the EM warfare competition became increasingly unsustainable during the Cold War. In air defense operations attacking “archers” before they launch their “arrows,” as in Outer Air Battle, became more difficult as ASCM ranges increased in the late Cold War. Moreover, air defense radars and active countermeasures created an increasing risk for U.S. forces of being counter-detected and targeted by passive EM sensors.

In strike operations, the increasing range and lethality of air defense interceptors like the SA-2 and its successors required the U.S. military to dedicate a growing portion of its offensive forces to counter the whole enemy air defense network of sensors (including weapons seekers) and communications. During operations toward the end of the Vietnam War, one half to three quarters of U.S. aircraft in strike packages were allocated toward suppressing air defense threats, reducing the number of strike weapons they could deliver to targets. At the same time, a “salvo competition” began in which defenders hardened and dispersed potential targets to increase the number of weapons U.S. forces needed to deliver.\(^\text{14}\)

Even with the increasing number and capability of aircraft devoted to suppressing air defenses, losses during Operation Rolling Thunder II in 1972 and the 1972–1973 Arab-Israeli War reached 2 percent per strike package, corresponding to the loss of about 25 percent of strike aircraft after 15 missions.\(^\text{15}\) Acknowledging that this cycle of moves and countermoves was becoming unsustainable, the U.S. military began to explore a different approach to conducting EM warfare.

**Phase three of the EM warfare competition: Stealth versus low-power networks**

As Soviet military sensors, SAMs, and ASCMs grew in their sophistication and numbers, DoD sought to leverage emerging stealth technologies as a means to break out of the active sensor and countermeasure competition. The U.S. defense community has explored ways to reduce the radio frequency, infrared, acoustic, and visual signatures of its ships and aircraft since the 1950s. Since radars were the most capable contemporary systems for detecting aircraft and ships at long ranges, DoD initially emphasized stealth techniques and technologies to reduce the radar cross section of platforms, as well as the use of passive sensors and sensors with waveforms and adjustable power levels to reduce the EM emissions of stealth platforms that could be detected by an enemy’s passive sensors.

---


\(^\text{14}\) The salvo competition between precision defensive weapons and precision strike weapons is described in detail in Mark Gunzinger and Bryan Clark, *Sustaining America’s Precision Strike Advantage* (Washington, DC: Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments, 2015); and Mark Gunzinger and Bryan Clark, *Winning the Salvo Competition: Rebalancing America’s Air and Missile Defenses* (Washington, DC: Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments, 2016).

The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) developed the first acknowledged U.S. aircraft to use stealth technology, the Have Blue demonstrator, in the 1970s (see Figure 7). Have Blue was designed to exploit the fact that an aircraft’s radar signature depends more on its overall shape and the number and configuration of edges on its surface that could reflect RF energy than on its overall size.\(^\text{16}\) The demonstrator was part of a system-of-systems concept called Assault Breaker that proposed using stealthy aircraft equipped with less-detectable radars (known as Pave Mover) and surface-launched, long-range guided weapons to attack enemy ground forces.\(^\text{17}\)

Although Assault Breaker was never fully completed, the U.S. Air Force used Have Blue as a jumping off point to develop a new stealth attack aircraft, the F-117 Nighthawk. Despite the F-117’s successful use during Operation Desert Storm, its design was limited. For example, it was optimized to diminish RF returns from its nose and tail at frequencies used by contemporary fire control radars. The F-117’s radar signature was much greater from its side aspect and in other frequency ranges, including frequencies used by long-range early warning systems.\(^\text{18}\) A major insight from F-117 operations, however, was that aircraft with stealth radar signatures could use jammers that emit at lower power levels and employ other countermeasures that reduce their risk of detection compared to non-stealth aircraft.

Radar signature reduction was also a priority for a new strategic bomber intended to replace the Air Force’s venerable and increasingly vulnerable B-52. Applying lessons from the F-117, designers of the Advanced Technology Bomber (ATB), later known as the B-2 Spirit, chose a tailless design and used advanced technologies to reduce its RF signature from all aspects.\(^\text{19}\)

**FIGURE 7: HAVE BLUE DEVELOPMENTAL AIRCRAFT AND THE B-2 BOMBER**

---


18 These characteristics made it possible for the F-117 to be tracked from the side or with early warning radars. This is believed to be how an F-117 was shot down over Kosovo in 1994. See Price, *The History of Electronic Warfare*.

19 Ibid.
The F-117 and Advanced Technology Bomber programs represented a new approach to countering active sensor and communication networks. This approach relied on using stealth, passive sensors, and low-power communications and countermeasures instead of developing ever-more powerful jammers and decoys to counter enemy sensors. By the 1980s, DoD recognized that it should take this approach for other new platform designs. The Navy’s DD(X) destroyer program and the Air Force’s Advanced Tactical Fighter (ATF) both incorporated signature reduction features and systems to sense and communicate passively or at low radiated power levels. The DDG-1000 that came from the DD(X) program was intended to include the SLQ-32 and radar that would be more accurate and less detectable than the SPY-1 on other surface combatants. The F-22, which won the ATF competition, was equipped with new passive electro-optical (EO) and IR sensors, and it incorporated the ALR-94 integrated electronic warfare system that could detect threats passively and manage aircraft communications to reduce their probability of detection.

DoD’s shift toward stealth and low-power EMS capabilities was abruptly curtailed after the end of the Cold War. In the absence of significant EM warfare competitors, DoD decided to sustain and improve its active networks based on the SPY-1 radar, E-3 AWACS, and E-8 JSTARS and active countermeasures such as the EF-111, EA-6B, and SLQ-32. DoD halted B-2 production at 21 aircraft, and the Air Force was directed to procure only 187 operational F-22 aircraft. Similarly, DoD capped DDG-1000 procurement at three ships and replaced its radar with a less capable one.

Unfortunately, the shift to the third phase of EM warfare did not end just because DoD decided to truncate its procurement of new low-to-no power EMS capabilities. Adversaries such as China and a resurgent Russia have pursued their own low-observable platforms, advanced sensor and communication networks, and countermeasures designed to defeat America’s Cold War-era EM warfare systems. The next section summarizes some of the challenges these capabilities now present to the U.S. military.

**EM Warfare Challenges for U.S. Power Projection Forces**

America has the luxury of being surrounded by oceans that separate it from distant theaters of conflict. The downside of this situation is that the U.S. military must be organized, trained, and equipped to project power over long distances to defend our nation’s allies and interests. This geostrategic reality disadvantages U.S. EM warfare operations in the following ways.

**Adversaries can exploit their home-field advantage**

Adversaries in distant theaters are able to use the strategic depth of their home territory to build communication and sensor networks that are difficult for U.S. expeditionary forces to

---


21 O'Rourke, *Navy DDG-51 and DDG-1000 Destroyer Programs*, p. 18.
match. As illustrated in Figure 8, defenders can use larger, lower frequency (such as HF or VHF) sensors that operate at long ranges and use large, powerful computer processors to improve the precision of their returns. They can also geographically disperse sensor arrays to enable multistatic radar operations in which one array transmits and other arrays receive reflected radar energy. And because these dispersed arrays are ashore, they can be connected using landline communications that are highly resistant to jamming.

Defenders can also leverage their knowledge of the local environment to exploit passive detection techniques made possible by advances in large-scale computer processing. These techniques can triangulate the location of emitters using multiple passive ESM arrays or geolocate U.S. emitters by analyzing the Doppler shift in their emissions. They can also emplace arrays of passive EM receivers to detect ambient EM energy reflected off incoming ships and aircraft. These passive techniques require sophisticated modeling of the local EMS and meteorological environments that can be difficult for expeditionary forces to replicate.

The combination of long-range active and passive EMS sensors with robust, jam-resistant communications give adversaries an advantage against U.S. expeditionary forces that operate smaller and lower-power active sensors and countermeasures, lack hard-wired communications, and are less able to exploit multiple array sensing techniques. As shown by the red areas in Figure 8 that represent the range of seekers, this could result in situations where expeditionary U.S. forces could be detected, tracked, and engaged before they could do the same to enemy forces.

FIGURE 8: HOME-FIELD ADVANTAGES IN EM WARFARE

Improving anti-access/area-denial threats

Potential adversaries such as China, Iran, and Russia can use shore-based sensor and communication networks, SAMs, cruise missiles, and ballistic missiles to attack U.S. ships, aircraft, and other power projection forces at long ranges. Called A2/AD threats by DoD, these capabilities and are increasing in their accuracy, reach, and numbers. For example, Russia’s S-400 SAMs, which it recently sold China, have a range of about 200 nm.23 China and Iran both maintain large inventories of ballistic missiles, some with ranges that exceed 1,000 nautical miles that can attack targets located across their respective regions.24 A notional laydown of China’s sensor and network is shown in Figure 9.

FIGURE 9: CHINA’S SENSOR AND WEAPON NETWORK25


The increasing range of A2/AD networks will compel many U.S. forces to operate further from an enemy and require them to use higher-power active sensors and countermeasures. An even higher-power, longer-range approach to EM warfare would further increase the detectability of U.S. forces and may not be achievable given the power limitations of combat aircraft and ships. To make matters worse, DoD lacks sufficient stealth platforms and LPI/LPD or passive sensors and communication systems for large-scale operations in highly contested A2/AD environments.\(^\text{26}\)

**U.S. EMS capabilities lack agility**

Theoretically, DoD could reduce the vulnerability of its forces in the near-term by making greater use of parts of the electromagnetic spectrum where many enemy EMS capabilities do not operate. In reality, this would be a significant challenge, since DoD’s current EMS capabilities lack the ability to maneuver in the EMS. In large part, sensors and communication systems now used by U.S. forces have been in service for decades, and despite upgrades they still operate in frequency bands and have other characteristics similar to their Cold War predecessors (see Figure 10). Since they are largely hard-wired with these characteristics, modifying them to use new frequency bands or waveforms would be very expensive.

DoD’s EM warfare systems are also constrained by regulatory restrictions. The Federal Communications Commission apportions military use of the EMS to certain frequency ranges and desires to transfer more of these frequencies to commercial applications.\(^\text{27}\) DoD’s current EM warfare systems lack the agility to share the frequencies they use with commercial systems; although efforts are underway to develop new spectrum sharing technologies.\(^\text{28}\)

Adversaries have exploited the static nature of the U.S. military’s EM warfare capabilities. Today, Russia, China, Iran, and others have fielded countermeasures such as jammers and decoys that target the characteristics of U.S. systems. They have also been afforded sufficient time to develop their own active sensor and communication systems that are less susceptible to current U.S. countermeasures.

---


The Next Phase of the EM Warfare Competition

In light of these challenges, it is time for the U.S. military to more fully embrace changes that would give it significant operational advantages in the EMS. Specifically, the U.S. military should complete the shift it began in the late Cold War and prioritize the fielding of low-to-no power networks and countermeasures that operate passively or in ways that reduce the probability that enemies will discriminate their emissions from ambient background noise in the EM environment. Technologies in development today will support this shift.

Passive sensors and their implications

Advances in computing technology over the last 25 years have enabled the development of passive sensors that are far more capable than their predecessors. In particular, large-scale computer processing (or “big data”) and improved models of the EMS environment contributed to the development of passive and low-power RF sensors with longer range and greatly improved precision.29 Passive IR sensors, long relegated to night vision goggles and other short-range applications, are also more effective at long ranges due to the improved acuity and

---

lower frequencies possible with big data. Today, militaries are increasingly turning to passive IR search and track (IRST) sensors as alternatives or adjuncts to long-range RF sensors.

To address these challenges, U.S. forces will need to reduce their signatures across the EMS. DoD has worked hard to reduce the RF signatures of its platforms by using emissions control (EMCON) measures and stealth technologies. Similar efforts are required now to reduce the EO and IR signatures of platforms that will be required to penetrate contested and denied areas. Signature reduction should be complemented with passive or low-power active countermeasures that further mask a platform’s signature or create more attractive false targets are also needed. Some of these countermeasures exist today, including the passive AN/SLQ-49 “rubber duck” decoy, AAQ-24(V) IRCM, and AN/ALQ-165 RF self-protection jammer, but they will need to incorporate new technologies to remain effective as described in Chapter 3.

**Countering enemy countermeasures**

Improved computer processing also led to the development of radar countermeasures that are more agile and resistant to counter-countermeasures (CCM). Digital RF Memory (DRFM) jamming, which digitally records an incoming signal, alters it, and then sends false returns to the enemy sensor, is one such example. Technology will soon progress to the point where countermeasures will be able to characterize previously unknown sensors, adapt to them, create effects that confuse or deceive rather than just overwhelm them, and even predict the sensor’s reaction.

To reduce their chance of being counter-detected or defeated by enemy jammers and decoys, U.S. sensor and communication networks will need to operate passively or use LPI/LPD technologies. These include capabilities to control beam width and direction, radiated power, and signal frequency as well as new technologies such as lasers and light-emitting diodes. Light-based sensors and communications would have significantly lower probabilities of being detected by enemy sensors due to the fact that they are line-of-sight capabilities with narrow beams and lack the “side lobes” that are inherent in RF signals.

In summary, the use of low-to-no power sensors, communications, and countermeasures will be dominant in the current third phase of the EM warfare competition. The U.S. military could establish an enduring advantage in this competitive regime by developing new operational concepts and capabilities similar to those described in the next two chapters.

---

30 In general, an EM signal will suffer more attenuation as it increases in frequency because it will transfer more energy to the air in the form of heat. Therefore, sensor designers try to build systems capable of sensing accurately and precisely at lower frequencies.


33 An LPI transmission adjusts its power, direction, or beam width so it is only received by an intended target. While an LPI signal may be received by enemy systems, it uses signal designs that cannot be recognized or analyzed by receiving system processors.
CHAPTER 2

Potential Operational Concepts for “Low-to-No Power” EM warfare

To establish an advantageous position in the third phase of the EM warfare competition, DoD will need new operational concepts that are based on using low-power countermeasures against enemy active and passive sensors and LPI/LPD sensors and communications to reduce the probability that U.S. forces will be counter-detected. These concepts should take advantage of the fact that all platforms, vehicles, and even payloads that emit and/or receive could have a positive or negative impact on the outcome of future EM warfare engagements.

The Services are already pursuing some low-to-no power capabilities. The Navy is developing tactics for its E/A-18G Growler aircraft (the successor to the E/A-6B Prowler) to use passive ESM systems to geo-locate threat emitters alone or in concert with other aircraft through the Navy Integrated Fire Control network. Using NIFC, passive targeting information can be passed from an E/A-18G via a Link-16 secure tactical data link to an E-2D AWACS aircraft and then to surface combatants via the Cooperative Engagement Capability (CEC) datalink to enable them to attack targets with long-range cruise missiles.

While these nascent tactics are useful steps toward preparing for low-to-no power EMS operating environments, similar concepts will need to be applied more broadly across the joint force and for a wide range of missions and scenarios. The following sections describe several potential operational concepts.

Finding Enemy Forces Using Passive or Multistatic Detection

Future sensing and communication networks will need to use operational concepts that reduce the counter-detection risk to U.S. forces. Figure 11 illustrates three approaches to do this.
The first approach would use passive sensors to detect enemy RF and IR emissions. Locations of enemy emitters can be determined by triangulating emissions received by multiple, dispersed manned or unmanned platforms or by analyzing the Doppler shift of EM emissions received by passive sensors. It is likely that some targets, such as fire control radars, will only emit after receiving a cue from a sensor. Figure 11 illustrates how the U.S. military could use emitting decoys to cause fire control radars to activate, allowing passive sensors to then geolocate them.

U.S. forces could use a second approach that employs multistatic techniques to locate enemy platforms and systems that do not emit detectable EM energy. In this case, one emitting platform could bounce RF or IR energy off a suspected target, which is then received by other friendly passive sensors. Networking would ensure friendly receivers know the position of emitters and characteristics of their illuminating pulses. Because they are likely to be counter-detected, the emitters could be expendable payloads.

**FIGURE 11: CONCEPTS FOR PASSIVE AND MULTISTATIC DETECTION**

A third approach would use LPI/LPD lasers to conduct multistatic or single platform detection operations. Similar to radar, lasers scanned across targets generate a reflected “return” that can be received by sensors. Returns from Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) systems can be used to locate, image, and classify targets with greater fidelity than radar. LIDAR can be used mono-statically, with a laser and receiver on the same platform, or multistatically, where a laser on one platform illuminates a target for detection by separate passive electro-optical
receivers. Lasers can be less detectable than RF signals because they can be focused more tightly than RF beams, lack side lobes that are a feature of RF antennas, and can be precisely adjusted to use only the minimum laser energy necessary to detect targets.

Similar to the U.S. military, potential adversaries will likely reduce the vulnerability of their platforms to detection by reducing IR emissions and modulating the power of their active sensors. As a result, U.S. passive sensors may need to get very close to enemy platforms in order to detect them. Achieving this proximity at acceptable risk may require penetrating unmanned vehicles or expendable payloads such as missiles to carry passive sensors.

**Locating Enemy Forces Using Reflected Ambient Energy**

Figure 12 illustrates how U.S. forces could use reflected ambient EM energy to detect potential targets. This approach, called passive radar or passive coherent location, can use ambient energy that comes from enemy communications systems, emitters of opportunity such as television and radio transmitters, or even from the sun. If there is a known predominant emitter in the area, a single receiving system could detect the target similar to a multistatic system. In the absence of a predominant emitter, U.S. forces could use multiple networked receivers to evaluate returns from different aspects of a potential target.

**FIGURE 12: PASSIVE RADAR OR PASSIVE COHERENT LOCATION**
Passive radars require systems that understand the characteristics of the ambient RF environment and its predominant EM sources. In order for this technique to provide accurate position information, pre-conflict intelligence preparation of the RF environment and high-fidelity models will be needed, as well as real time assessment of the meteorological and EMS environment from platform-mounted or expendable sensors.

**Operating Inside Enemy A2/AD Envelopes**

Long-range SAMs, cruise missiles, and ballistic missiles could compel U.S. power projection forces to operate farther from an enemy. This would require U.S. power projection forces to use active sensors and countermeasures with longer ranges that operate at much higher power levels, an approach that may prove unsustainable given the ever-increasing range of A2/AD threats and the size and power limitations of expeditionary forces. An alternative is to develop new capabilities that enable U.S. forces to operate inside A2/AD envelopes while avoiding detection. While DoD is pursuing some new tactics along these lines, it is hindered by legacy technologies resident in today’s force. In particular, DoD’s EA systems are predominantly oriented toward conducting either high-power standoff EA from outside the range of threat weapons, or using lower-power, very short-range self-protection EA systems on individual platforms to counter homing weapons.

In the emerging low-to-no power phase of EM warfare, A2/AD networks will increasingly rely on passive sensors. DoD should anticipate that these systems will use passive RF sensing (electronic intelligence, or ELINT) systems that have a very wide field of view to find and identify potential targets. Since passive, long-range sensors provide less precise target information, enemies would also need to use EO/IR sensors or narrowly focused radar beams to establish accurate targeting information for attacks.

Figure 13 illustrates approaches U.S. forces operating inside adversary A2/AD envelopes could take to defeat this combination of enemy active and passive sensors. To reduce the acuity of enemy passive sensors, the U.S. military could shift toward using unmanned vehicles or expendable payloads that emit low-power jamming noise in the RF spectrum (possibly using DRFM technology) or dazzling EO/IR sensors using low-power lasers. Networked with LPI/LPD communications links, EM warfare systems on these unmanned vehicles could cover a wide and diverse geographic and EMS region, as well as autonomously adapt to the behavior of an adversary’s sensors. Other vehicles and payloads could carry decoy systems that simulate the EMS signature of U.S. weapon systems to attract enemy sensors to an area away from the actual U.S. force.

The objective of this “decoy and deception” operational approach is to create a false picture of the battlespace for enemy forces. As illustrated in Figure 14, jamming obscures the actual location of U.S. forces in a higher noise area to the east. To the south, the enemy detects decoys with similar EM signatures it would expect from U.S. forces.
FIGURE 13: USING NETWORKED DECOYS AND LOW-POWER STAND-IN JAMMING AGAINST PASSIVE AND ACTIVE SENSORS

- Ship and UUV-deployed systems emit low-power cover pulse to mask strike group
- UUV-launched UAV jams enemy communications
- Strike group moves through contested space at EMCON
- Decoy commander observes UAS activity via passive methods to minimize detection risk

FIGURE 14: HOW DECOY AND JAMMING OPERATIONS AFFECT WHAT SENSORS SEE

- USV and UAV low-power jammers to mask ships
- USVs deploy obscurants around real forces
- USVs deploy obscurants around decoys
- Ships operate in EMCON
- Autonomous USV and UUV RF / IR / acoustic decoys
Interdicting communications between enemy sensors, launchers, and weapons may be the most challenging aspect of degrading adversary networks inside A2/AD envelopes. If U.S. decoy and jamming operations are not well coordinated across geographic areas, enemy forces could determine the locations of U.S. forces by comparing in real-time information provided by multiple sensors. Communications links between many terrestrial sensors could be hard-wired landlines or fiber optic cables that are far less vulnerable to jamming and deception. In this case, U.S. forces would have to counter individual threat sensors. And although wireless communication links between mobile enemy platforms, relocatable sensors and weapons, and command centers may be vulnerable, attacking them will require U.S. low-power EM warfare systems to first position themselves in close proximity to their targets. In this case, it would make sense to use unmanned systems, particularly unmanned undersea systems, for communication interdiction operations in contested areas.

Protecting Penetrating U.S. Forces from Detection and Attack

U.S. forces that penetrate A2/AD areas will still need to avoid detection by enemy short-range sensors and weapon seekers. Even if the operational concepts described above are effective against A2/AD sensors, adversaries could deploy ships and aircraft with short-range passive ES, radar, or IR sensors to search for U.S. forces. They could also launch guided weapons at every possible target to gain information through weapon telemetry. In this case, self-protection capabilities with the following characteristics could increase the survivability of U.S. platforms:

- To counter enemy long-range passive and short-range active sensors, self-protection systems will need to detect threats and generate effects over a wide frequency range and against RF antennas, IR focal plane arrays, and laser seekers. They should also have LPI/LPD features such as the ability to direct their beams precisely at threat sensors, operate only as long as necessary, and be able to quickly reduce their emissions to the minimum power level needed.

- Penetrating forces will need to increase their use of deployable decoys that are capable of coordinating their emissions with other EM warfare capabilities. Current U.S. decoys such as the Miniature Air-launched Decoy (MALD), aircraft-towed ALE-50, and rocket-propelled Mk-53 Nulka ship-launched countermeasure do not yet have the needed level of EMS agility and connectivity to create a convincing and persistent deception against emerging passive sensors.

- Countermeasure control systems will need the ability to compensate for intelligent adversary sensors and seekers that change frequencies, waveforms, and between passive and active modes to avoid U.S. countermeasures. This will require a greater degree of adaptability than in today’s self-protection jammers.

---

34 Improving air and missile defenses will drive attackers to use more weapons to overwhelm the adversary’s defensive capacity. This dynamic, also known as a “salvo competition,” is described in detail in Mark Gunzinger and Bryan Clark, Sustaining America’s Precision Strike Advantage (Washington, DC: Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments, 2015).
The following example illustrates how a combination of low-observable manned and unmanned platforms, expendable jammers, and decoys could increase the survivability of penetrating strike forces in the emerging low-to-no power phase of EM warfare.

**Illustration: Strike operations in the low-to-no power EM warfare regime**

Four clusters of air defenses and associated active and passive sensors shown in Figure 15 (in red) are postured to counter a U.S. strike force. To defeat enemy sensors and gain access to the contested area U.S. forces could use jammers and decoys launched from the strike aircraft, or more effectively, deploy them from other platforms. For example, Figure 15 illustrates how submarines and unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs) could take advantage of their ability to close in on target areas to launch large numbers of small, short-range decoys and jammers that disrupt enemy air defenses. Further, this use of UUVs would not necessarily require the degree of human-in-the-loop command and control needed for weapon launches and would be a good application of their payload capacity.

After penetrating contested areas, U.S. surveillance and strike systems could use decoys and low-power stand-in jammers on unmanned vehicles or expendable payloads to obscure their true locations and create false targets for enemy air defense systems. Expendable payloads could stimulate inactive enemy SAM systems, causing their fire control radars to activate and providing an opportunity for U.S. anti-radiation homing weapons to attack them.

**FIGURE 15: NEW APPROACHES FOR U.S. STRIKE OPERATIONS IN CONTESTED AREAS**
High-power electromagnetic energy weapons launched by standoff and penetrating platforms could also help defeat enemy air defenses. Technologies are sufficiently mature to develop expendable weapons that use high power microwave (HPM) energy to disrupt or damage specific components in sensor and communication systems. Within the next five years, DoD could field cruise missiles with HPM warheads that could be launched from standoff distances to attack electronics-based A2/AD systems.

Once strikes begin, it is likely that enemies will attempt to intercept incoming PGMs. The following concepts could increase the probability that these PGMs will arrive at their designated targets:

- **Collaborative weapons operations.** U.S. strike forces could use networked PGMs that are capable of autonomously coordinating their attacks on a set of targets. These weapons could have the ability to pass target information and adaptively retarget while inflight to compensate for intercepted weapons.

- **Weapons with improved survivability.** Signature reduction features such as edge designs and affordable radar absorbing coatings can improve the survivability of individual PGMs, including relatively inexpensive weapons such as Small Diameter Bombs (SDBs) and Joint Standoff Weapons (JSOWs). Further, PGMs could be equipped with small RF and IR jammers that confuse SAM seekers or increase the general EMS noise around a PGM salvo, improving its survivability.

- **Tunneling operations.** Enemy short-range point defenses such as rapid-fire guns and short-range missiles that are co-located with a target are difficult for attackers to circumvent. PGM survivability against these threats could be improved if strike salvos include small, expendable decoys that emit EM energy to simulate a larger strike weapon. These decoys would attract defensive attacks, helping to create a temporary “tunnel” of less-defended airspace close to targets.

Figure 16 illustrates similar concepts that could improve the survivability of surface-to-surface strikes. In this example, the objective is to conduct an assault with Special Operations Forces (SOF) on an enemy headquarters located to the northeast, preceded by a surface-to-surface missile attack. A U.S. battalion located to the south launches decoys that simulate aircraft to draw the attention of enemy air and missile defenses, keeping them engaged by U.S. decoys and jammers for the duration of the attack. To the north, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
with low-power jammers deployed by the SOF unit help mask insertion of its assault team, and a crew-launched UAV with an HPM weapon finds and attacks enemy jammers.

FIGURE 16: NEW APPROACHES FOR U.S. GROUND ASSAULTS IN CONTESTED AREAS

A Final Word on the Need for New Operational Concepts

DoD uses operational concepts as starting points to assess its future capability requirements. Previous U.S. military leap ahead initiatives for EM warfare began with the development of new operating concepts that helped it to create advantages that have, at least in the case of stealth, lasted for more than 25 years. DoD now has an opportunity to repeat this process by creating a new generation of operational concepts and funding the technologies and capabilities needed to execute them. As will be discussed in the next chapter, requisite technologies to transition to the next phase of EM warfare are mature or rapidly maturing.

---

Operating concepts can also be used to describe to warfighters, policymakers, and technologists how a particular set of systems or capabilities will be used to accomplish specific military objectives.
CHAPTER 3

New Technologies and Capabilities

A shift to the third phase of EM warfare would require the U.S. military to expand and evolve its portfolio of EMS capabilities. In particular, a new generation of EM warfare systems that are networked, agile, small, multifunctional, and adaptive will be needed. This chapter assesses these capability attributes and describes how they could help future U.S. power projection forces to operate effectively in the low-to-no power EM warfare regime.

Networked

Operational concepts summarized in Chapter 2 require sensors and countermeasures to effectively network with each other and with geographically dispersed shooters as well as command and control centers. Networking platforms and sensors with decoys and jammers would help create a shared understanding of the threat and allow them to coordinate their movements and emissions to improve the survivability of penetrating platforms. As shown in Figure 17, techniques such as using multistatic radars, passive geolocation, and passive coherent detection all rely on inputs from multiple sensors.
Networked EM warfare operations depend on two key technical elements: control systems that manage and coordinate the operations of distributed participants and secure LPI/LPD datalinks that connect friendly forces and capabilities operating in contested areas. DoD and industry are pursuing several programs to command and control distributed EM warfare systems, including the Office of Naval Research’s NEMESIS and Future Joint Counter-Radio Controlled Improvised Explosive Device Electronic Warfare (JCREW) programs, which could be incorporated into the joint force. DoD also has several high-bandwidth LPI/LPD communication links in development or recently fielded, such as the F-35’s Multifunction Advanced Data Link (MADL), the F-22’s Intra-flight Data Link (IFDL), and the E-2D’s Tactical Targeting Network Technology (TTNT). The problem with incorporating LPI/LPD communication links into a broader spectrum of DoD’s forces is not as much a lack of technology as it is a lack of joint standards. DoD will need to provide system developers consistent specifications for datalinks that will enable new operating concepts for EM warfare and avoid the development of new secure datalinks which could further complicate the U.S. military’s communications interoperability challenges.

Agile

Future U.S. EM warfare systems should be able to change their frequencies, beam direction, pattern, power level, and timing in order to operate effectively and counter enemy EMS operations. Spectral or frequency agility could give U.S. sensors and communication systems the ability to maneuver around enemy passive detection systems by operating in areas of the EMS
that are not monitored by enemies or are more effective for current environmental conditions. As Figure 18 illustrates, only a small part of the entire frequency spectrum is technically and legally available for U.S. forces to use in peacetime. Limiting U.S. sensors and communications to these parts of the spectrum can give an edge to enemy EMS forces searching for them. Future U.S. systems that can maneuver across a larger part of the EMS would increase the time needed for enemies to find, jam, decoy, or otherwise counter them.

**FIGURE 18: SPECTRAL AGILITY**

Spectral agility is similarly important for U.S. countermeasure capabilities that must chase increasingly agile enemy sensor or communication systems. The need for increased agility in the IR region of the EMS is of particular concern. Most contemporary IR countermeasures are focused on countering short-range seekers on IR-based missiles. Future IR countermeasure systems will need to be effective against long-range sensors in the lower frequencies of the IR spectrum, especially as new focal plane sensor technologies and greater computer processing power improve the precision and detection range of passive IR sensors.

Agility can also reduce the probability that enemy passive sensors will detect U.S. active sensors, communications, and countermeasures. DoD is beginning to incorporate features that enable EM warfare systems to change the size, shape, and direction of their beams as shown in Figure 19. U.S. sensor and communication systems should also have the ability to change their operating patterns to deny opponents opportunities to intercept, classify, and exploit a predictable series of signals. Sensors or communication systems that are able to adjust their power to the minimum needed for an operation can reduce their risk of being exploited by the enemy.
DoD is fielding several systems that use AESA technology to increase their RF agility. AESA systems consist of scalable arrays of hundreds to thousands of small transmit/receive modules that are electronically controlled by a computer processor. This enables an AESA system to scan areas without using a rotating antenna, create multiple beams of variable size and power, and operate across a wider range of frequencies than older systems whose physical construction constrains their spectral, temporal, or spatial agility.

AESA systems are used in the F-22 APG-77 radar and F-35 APG-81 radar, and they will be part of new systems such as the AN/SPY-6 Air and Missile Defense Radar (AMDR), the Next Generation Jammer for the E/A-18G Growler, and the Surface EW Improvement Program (SEWIP) upgrade of the SLQ-32 shipboard EW system (see Figure 20). AESA systems can be small and inexpensive enough to be payloads on expendable missiles and small UAVs, and they can be placed in numerous locations on larger manned or unmanned platforms. With gallium nitride (GaN) amplifier technology, AESA arrays can generate high gains for active and passive systems which enable greater power agility and improve their passive sensitivity. If networked, these distributed arrays as a whole could transmit and receive in multiple directions and across a wide band of frequencies while simultaneously coordinating their operations to respond to enemy transmissions.
Finally, EMS capabilities that can maneuver in space, frequency, and time would improve the U.S. military’s ability to share the spectrum with civilian users. The EMS is becoming increasingly congested as new mobile communication and sensing technologies become commercially available. The growing need for commercial bandwidth is encroaching on areas of the EMS used by the military. EMS agility would help commercial and military users to develop procedures and automated controls that deconflict their emissions in time and space.

**Multifunctional**

The operational concepts illustrated in Chapter 2 would require almost every U.S. platform, payload, and vehicle in the future battlespace to be part of a network for EM warfare. Achieving the needed amount of flexibility and geographic and spectral coverage would be a challenging task for DoD’s current single-mission radios, radars, and jammers. Equipped with single-mission capabilities, a platform would need three or more separate systems to communicate, conduct passive sensing, and conduct noise jamming operations. A second approach would be to operate separate platforms for each function. Magnified across the force, either approach would be complex, costly, and probably unsustainable.

A third approach would be to develop individual EM warfare systems that are each able to communicate, sense, jam, decoy, or illuminate targets. This would provide capabilities needed by the future force at much less cost. This requires new technology because different EM warfare functions require different combinations of frequency, dynamic or power range, and bandwidth. As shown in Figure 21, a radio requires high bandwidth but not necessarily broad frequency coverage, while a radar requires wide frequency coverage but not necessarily large dynamic range. Because they are wideband transmitters and receivers, modern AESA systems, for example, can perform multiple functions in the RF spectrum—in most cases
simultaneously. To be both a radio and a radar, an AESA-equipped weapon system would need a balance of these characteristics.

**FIGURE 21: CHARACTERISTICS NEEDED IN VARIOUS EM WARFARE SYSTEMS**

It is also possible to use multifunction focal plane arrays that operate in the IR, visual, or UV regions of the EMS. New semiconductor technologies are enabling development of systems with focal plane arrays that can detect signals across wider frequency ranges, allowing them to perform as passive sensors and communications receivers. Combined with low-power lasers or light-emitting diodes (LEDs), these systems could also provide LPI/LPD communications and act as multistatic IR/UV sensors.

In addition to expanding the operating characteristics of EM warfare systems, DoD will need to develop and field common multifunction controllers. Today’s processors and signal generators were often designed to control a specific single mission system even though the system’s array would support different EM warfare missions. The lack of multifunction controllers is a major reason explaining why current EM systems are not multifunctional. These controllers are now emerging from industry research and from government efforts such as the DARPA ReACT program.

---


Small

Operating concepts in Chapter 2 suggest using small, expendable unmanned aircraft and powered payloads for multistatic and passive sensing; low-power, stand-in jamming; and decoy operations in contested areas. Smaller EM arrays could also allow larger manned and unmanned platforms to have more EMS apertures, increasing their transmission and reception coverage. Given distributed arrays, a single UAV could launch a missile that illuminates a target with an IR laser, passively receive the reflected IR energy using one array, and simultaneously use a directional RF datalink from another array to communicate with manned platforms prepared to strike the illuminated target.

Small EM arrays are now carried by towed decoys, MALDs, F-22s, F-35s, and self-protection jammers. These systems are still relatively expensive, and they and their controllers are not “commoditized” to be produced in the quantities needed for a large EM warfare network. To take full advantage of the opportunities possible with agile, networked, multifunction capabilities, future EM warfare capabilities should be much smaller and less expensive than today’s systems.

FIGURE 22: TOWED DECOY AND MINIATURE AIR-LAUNCHED DECOY

Adaptive or Cognitive

Agile, multifunction, and networked EM warfare capabilities should be more adaptive if they are to reach their full potential. Adaptive or cognitive systems are different than the automatic functionalities that are now common in radios, jammers, radars, or decoys. For instance, automated systems have the ability to shift their frequencies across a narrow range to find a clear part of the spectrum (for a radio) or to find a threat sensor (for a decoy). They can also respond to threats with pre-planned countermeasures such as jamming or shaping their signals to counter a recognized enemy radar or jammer. DRFM jamming is a recent example of automation. Today’s automated EM warfare systems are not, however, truly adaptable. They generally cannot recognize or create effects against new threats not already in their threat library or rapidly shift from managing one function to another. They also lack the ability to
assess the EMS across a wide frequency range to detect threats and determine opportunities such as open areas of the EMS or enemy communication vulnerabilities.

Technologies for adaptive EM warfare systems in development for more than a decade are now reaching a level of maturity that would allow their integration into new EM warfare systems.\textsuperscript{41} Sometimes called “intelligent” or “cognitive” EW programs, adaptive algorithms and hardware are being demonstrated in the Navy’s EW Battle Management (EWBM) and DARPA’s BLADE programs, as well as in several internal industry-funded projects. Figure 23 describes basic steps these systems take to control adaptive EM warfare operations. They begin by developing an awareness of the EMS environment, which includes measuring the strength and frequency of signals in the EM environment; determining their locations; characterizing them as friendly, threat, or unknown (even if they don’t have any recognizable features); and assessing their operating pattern.\textsuperscript{42}

\textbf{FIGURE 23: ADAPTIVE EM WARFARE OPERATIONAL CYCLE}

An adaptive EM warfare control system would use its spectrum awareness to determine what actions it should take based on the “commander’s intent” provided to it in the form of a list of prioritized tasks. Unlike automated systems, adaptive EM warfare systems will go well beyond generating jamming signals against recognized threat radars or shifting their radio frequencies


\textsuperscript{42} Enabling this analysis requires an understanding of the local meteorological environment and modeling and simulation of how it is likely to affect EMS operations.
to uncontested portions of the spectrum. Adaptive systems will identify threats based on their characteristics, location, and behavior (since many threat systems will not use their normal parameters in wartime) and determine which to address based on their likelihood of detecting or countering friendly forces in the current, local EMS environment. Adaptive systems will then evaluate opportunities for sensing and communication afforded by the enemy’s EMS operations and, using modeling and simulation, assess a variety of courses of action (COAs) that both accomplish the most important tasks to counter the enemy’s use of the EMS while facilitating those of friendly forces. Adaptive EM warfare controllers will direct tasks to agile and multifunction EM systems participating in its network and then use its spectrum awareness to evaluate the extent of the effects they create on the EM environment and the enemy’s EMS behavior.

In summary, while the technologies needed to achieve the shift toward the third phase of the EM warfare competition are mature or rapidly maturing, their fielding has been tentative at best. This is due in large part to a lack of urgency on the part of DoD, its failure to create new operational concepts, define formal requirements, and request funding for agile, networked, and multifunction EMS systems. The fourth chapter of this report expands on these and other barriers that inhibit DoD’s progress toward creating a more capable EM warfare force, as well as how it could overcome these barriers. Bottom line, resolving these impediments to progress will require DoD to first recognize that future U.S. power projection forces cannot continue to use high-power, non-LPI/LPD active sensors and countermeasures against capable enemies without accepting undue risk of counterattacks.
CHAPTER 4

Barriers to Implementation

This chapter expands on the major conceptual, organizational, and programmatic barriers that have impeded DoD’s progress toward creating the operational concepts and capabilities needed to succeed in the next phase of EM warfare.

Immature Operational Concepts and Requirements

New or updated requirements for EM warfare systems depend on new operational concepts and doctrine that describe how the future force will operate, the capabilities needed to do so, and gaps in the ability of current systems to support the new operational concepts. Over the last year, the Services and Joint Commands have published new concepts that describe principles and organization for operations in the EMS, such as the Army’s concept for Cyber Electromagnetic Activities (CEMA), the Navy’s concept for Electromagnetic Maneuver Warfare (EMW), the Marine Corps Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF) Information Warfare Group, and the Joint Concept for EMS operations (JEMSO). These concepts reflect a low-to-no power approach to EM warfare. They are, however, very general and do not provide the detail needed to establish requirements for new or adapted EM warfare systems. Without requirements, program managers will not be able to start a new acquisition program or modify an existing one.

The process of developing concepts, translating them into requirements, and developing acquisition programs is guided by three major communities in DoD. Each of these

communities has a role in impeding progress today, but they could contribute to improved fielding of new EM systems in the future:44

- **DoD’s operational community.** Warfighters in operational units or staffs determine how the force will fight and guide the establishment of new requirements. Operators at training and doctrine development organizations such as the Navy Warfare Development Command and Army Training and Doctrine Command are responsible for developing new operational concepts. In the past, their efforts were often not fully informed of emerging technologies that could significantly change how the joint force operates in the future. Today, these organizations are aware of EM technology developments and closely tied to government research organizations and laboratories, which informed the new concepts described above. The onus now falls to operators on DoD’s joint and Service staffs to translate these concepts into new capability requirements by analyzing the gaps in the ability of the current force to execute new concepts against potential adversaries. COCOM staffs could accelerate this process by creating Joint Urgent Operational Needs (JUON) statements that establish critical, near-term requirements for new capabilities.

- **Technologists.** Experts dedicated to developing new defense technologies are often excluded from DoD’s development of new requirements due to concerns about releasing proprietary information or giving a company or government lab an undue advantage over potential competitors. This sometimes results in requirements that do not incorporate a realistic assessment of the performance new technologies could deliver within a program’s anticipated cost and schedule constraints. This can make a program more likely to have trouble transitioning into acquisition or to fail during the development and acquisition process. To accelerate its shift to the third phase of EM warfare, DoD should more fully engage technological experts in requirements development and empower them to work with operators and policymakers to bring new concepts and needed capabilities to fruition.

- **Policymakers.** Civilian officials in DoD, the Executive Office of the President, and members of the House and Senate are responsible for allocating funding for military programs. New operational concepts and requirements would help inform these stakeholders why DoD needs new EM warfare capabilities and how they will be used in the future. The lack of procurement funding for new EM warfare systems indicates remaining disconnect between the DoD’s new EM warfare operational concepts and the decision makers who rely on warfighter requirements to allocate resources.

A Continuing Bias Toward Research Instead of Procurement

FIGURE 24: DOD SPENDING ON EW RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The technology community in and outside of the U.S. government has continued to pursue the capabilities needed for the emerging generation of EM warfare operational concepts. As illustrated in Figure 24, research and development funding for EW systems has been robust and will likely increase. The maturity of technologies described in Chapter 3 is in large part the result of these investments. Unfortunately, new EW-related technologies are slow to transition into actual acquisition programs (see Figure 25). In large part, this is due to DoD’s failure to translate new EM warfare concepts into requirements. This effort could be aided if DoD were to establish a common vision for EM warfare and a champion to further its implementation. Without a vision, policymakers in the Services and joint staffs do not have the sense of urgency needed to shift funding toward needed EMS capabilities, military operators are not creating operational concepts and requirements that pull new capabilities through DoD’s acquisition system, and technologists do not have the support they need to push the products of their research.

Another reason for the bias toward research is risk aversion in the acquisition community, which, as described below, is not organized to exploit new multifunction EM warfare capabilities and is not incentivized to increase the cost and schedule risk of a program to incorporate new EM technologies. In the absence of new requirements, program managers are likely to simply recapitalize their existing programs with new systems that operate in largely the same manner and offer modest improvements over their predecessors.
This situation is improving. Acting on the recommendation of the Defense Science Board (DSB), DoD established an EW Executive Committee in 2015 that is charged with focusing on “EW strategy, acquisition, operational support, and security.” The EW EXCOMM published a new EW strategy in January 2017 that directs actions to improve DoD’s ability to control and operate in the EMS. The EW strategy is largely focused on EW concepts and capabilities rather than EM warfare more broadly. With the new strategy as a starting point, however, the EW EXCOMM has an opportunity to establish a DoD-wide EM warfare vision and drive the development of operational concepts and requirements that could help U.S. forces to gain enduring advantages in the EMS.

**Fractionated Acquisition**

DoD develops and procures most of its new capabilities using a process that relies on program acquisition executives who are organized by types of equipment, rather than by capability areas. For example, there are separate program executive officers (PEO) in each military service for weapons, communication networks, and sensors. In turn, under each PEO there are

---


separate program managers for individual systems. Figure 26 illustrates the PEO organization in the U.S. Air Force.47

**FIGURE 26: AIR FORCE ACQUISITION ORGANIZATION**

While this structure promotes learning and continuity between successive programs for similar systems, it does not facilitate the development and acquisition of multifunction systems that can replace several single-mission programs or new capabilities that employ dramatically different operational concepts than their predecessors. The Navy’s new SLQ-32 SEWIP EM warfare system is a case in point. SEWIP will be able to use its AESA array as a radio, radar, and passive ES sensor in addition to performing its primary function as a jammer. To fully exploit SEWIP’s potential, it should be used for some or even all of these functions. If not, the Navy could procure duplicative systems, making its future ships more complex and more expensive than necessary. Further, if these duplicative EM warfare capabilities are not fully integrated, they could conflict and degrade Navy operations in the EMS.

To achieve this integration, PEOs and program managers overseeing EW systems, radios, radars, and passive sensors will need to coordinate the requirements and schedules for their

---


different programs. This, however, would increase risk for each of the participating programs. Another approach would be to organize program managers by capability areas instead of specific functionalities. Instead of having separate PEOs for networks, radars and jammers, and weapons, the Air Force could have PEOs for capability areas such as “tactical aircraft EM warfare systems.” Although new seams may develop between capability areas, this approach could increase the commonality and interoperability of EMS systems across major platforms.
CHAPTER 5

Conclusion and Recommendations

The U.S. military has an opportunity to establish an enduring advantage in the EMS by widely implementing new operational concepts and fielding capabilities for low-to-no power EM warfare. The following initiatives could accelerate America’s transition to the next EM warfare competitive regime.

• **Establish a vision for EM warfare.** The new DoD EW strategy directs action and identifies important capabilities for EW and, to a lesser degree, EM warfare. The strategy should be expanded to describe how U.S. forces will operate and fight in the EMS. Specifically, a vision for EM warfare could direct and prioritize Service and agency efforts to implement low-to-no power EM warfare concepts and capabilities.

• **Mature and implement new operational concepts for EM warfare.** DoD has made good progress toward identifying new low-to-no power approaches to EM warfare through new Service and Joint concepts. These concepts need to be matured and implemented through development of more detailed tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP) that could be used to guide the development of requirements.

• **Establish requirements for low-to-no power capabilities.** Using recently-developed operational concepts and emerging TTPs, the Services should develop or revise formal requirements to shift DoD acquisition toward capabilities that will be effective in the next phase of the EM warfare competition.

• **Prioritize research and development funding for future EM warfare technologies.** DoD should prioritize its research and development investments to mature technologies that will improve the networking, agility, multifunctionality, miniaturization, and adaptability of its EM warfare systems. The new EW strategy highlighted these
technology areas, and DoD needs to create the conditions for them to transition into acquisition programs.

• **Integrate DoD's acquisition of EM warfare systems.** The Services should promote cooperation between and eventually merge multiple executive and management offices that develop and procure new EM warfare systems. This would help advance the fielding of more agile, multifunction capabilities that will be essential to future EM warfare. The upcoming restructuring of the DoD acquisition organization provides an opportunity to support these changes as it separates R&D offices from those focused on acquisition and sustainment.49

• **Refine DoD's acquisition process for EM warfare systems.** DoD is slow to field new EM warfare systems in large part due to the lack of formal requirements that are used to begin acquisition programs. Using new operational concepts, Services should develop capability requirements that will shift DoD’s acquisition priorities toward systems that will be effective in the next phase of the EM warfare competition. To aid this process, DoD should take advantage of new authorities provided by Congress to streamline DoD’s requirements development process; reduce cumbersome, often time-consuming and redundant analyses for new requirements; and increasingly base EM warfare requirements on the capabilities demonstrated by new prototype systems.50 For example, the analysis required to establish specifications for new payloads such as weapons, sensors, and communication systems that will be replaced or upgraded in several years could be much less extensive than that required for a new manned platform that will remain largely the same for decades.

• **Demonstrate the potential of new EM warfare capabilities.** The Services and Combatant Commands should expand the number and scope of experiments in new EM warfare concepts, particularly concepts featuring new capabilities that have not yet transitioned to acquisition programs. The results of these experiments could be directly used to establish requirements for new programs, rather than simply being the starting point for a new series is time-consuming and expensive analysis. The Services have begun adding more EM warfare events to exercises, as evidenced most recently in Exercise Northern Edge, a predominantly Air Force and Navy exercise testing new air concepts and TTPs in Alaska.51

In conclusion, the U.S. military gained significant advantages over its enemies in two previous shifts in the EMS competition: with radar and active countermeasures during World War II
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and with stealth technologies in the final years of the Cold War. Our Nation’s warfighters have another such opportunity today. By adopting a new approach to EM warfare and developing low-to-no power operational concepts and capabilities, the U.S. military could once again gain a significant edge over its future opponents. A failure to do so, however, could put America at risk of losing the battle for the airwaves.
LIST OF ACRONYMS

A2/AD  anti-access/area denial
AESA  active electronically scanned array
AMDR  Air and Missile Defense Radar
ASCM  anti-ship cruise missile
ATB   Advanced Technology Bomber
ATF   Advanced Tactical Fighter
AWACS Airborne Warning and Control System
CCM   counter-countermeasures
CEC   Cooperative Engagement Capability
COA   courses of action
COCOM  Combatant Commands
CSBA  Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments
DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
DE    directed energy
DF    direction-finding
DoD   Department of Defense
DRFM  Digital Radio Frequency Memory
DSB   Defense Science Board
EA    electronic attack
ELINT electronic intelligence
EM    electromagnetic
EMCON emissions control
EMS   electromagnetic spectrum
EO    electro-optical
EO/IR electro-optical/infrared
EP    electronic protection
ERP   effective radiated power
ES    electronic warfare support
ESM   electronic support measure
EW    electronic warfare
EWBM  Electronic Warfare Battle Management
EXCOM executive committee
HF    high frequency
IFDL  Intra-flight Data Link
### LIST OF ACRONYMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRCM</td>
<td>infrared countermeasure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRST</td>
<td>infrared search and track</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCREW</td>
<td>Joint Counter-Radio Controlled Improvised Explosive Device Electronic Warfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSOW</td>
<td>Joint Standoff Weapon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSTARS</td>
<td>Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radars System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUON</td>
<td>Joint Urgent Operational Needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED</td>
<td>light-emitting diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIDAR</td>
<td>Light Detection and Ranging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPD</td>
<td>low probability of detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPI</td>
<td>low probability of intercept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADL</td>
<td>Multifunction Advanced Data Link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALD</td>
<td>Miniature Air-launched Decoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIIFC</td>
<td>Naval Integrated Fire Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEO</td>
<td>program executive officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGM</td>
<td>precision guided munitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QDR</td>
<td>Quadrennial Defense Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAF</td>
<td>Royal Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>radio frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAM</td>
<td>surface-to-air missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDB</td>
<td>Small Diameter Bomb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEWIP</td>
<td>Surface Electronic Warfare Improvement Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM</td>
<td>Standard Missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOF</td>
<td>Special Operations Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTNT</td>
<td>Tactical Targeting Network Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTP</td>
<td>tactics, techniques, and procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAV</td>
<td>unmanned aerial vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UUV</td>
<td>unmanned underwater vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>ultraviolet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF</td>
<td>very high frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWI</td>
<td>World War I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWII</td>
<td>World War II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>